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Advertorial l ECSA

ECSA mandate strives for

engineering excellence
The Engineering Council of South Africa he explains

(ECSA) is a statutory body that was es- ECSA aims to ensure that registration is

tablished according to the Engineering compulsory, thereby making it illegal for any
Professions Act 46 of 2000 with the primary unregistered people to perform any identied
role of regulating the engineering profession engineering work independently.
by standardising the ways of measuring oom-
petencies for professional registration as Key Programmes
well as for tertiary qualications. ECSA is implementing its new ve-year strat- ECSA President Mashao Lawrence Lebea

“ECSA plays a crucial role in the accredi~ egy to ensure that it not only becomes an
tation of engineering programmes at tertiary effective regulator, assuring engineering women, including ECSA Vice President

institutions, ensuring that the qualifications excellence. but also that engineering stand- Relwe Buthelezi.

are properly assessed to ascertain whether ards remain competitive and at the same level “It is a pity that this industry is still proled

these institutions meet the criteria for registra- as international standards. as a white. male-dominated industry. However,

tion purposes." says ECSA President Mashao “We will also make sure that our regulato- I believe that ECSA is doing well in its efforts

Lawrence Lebea. ry interventions are geared towards quality. to transform the industry. In recent years, the

The council also regulates the profession by effectiveness and efciency," says Lebea. number of registrations has increased, which

managing the conduct of Registered Persons Five key programmes are planned to realise I believe is linked to professional, gender and

through the ECSA Code of Conduct and the this strategic vision. with the rst programme race transformation." he states.

ECSA Code of Practice. focusing on education and training standards. “The new ECSA council is ready to ensure

He says the Code of Practice model enables This programme ensures that educational that the entity becomes an effective regulator

the council to maintain the training and devel— programmes meet the set criteria for accred- through the key programmes that we aim to
opment of South Africa’s engineering practi- itation of tertiary institutions. implement. even though we have not yet met
tioners. with the council "making great strides" The second programme focuses on the face-to-face, owing to the Covid-iQ pandemic."
in becoming an effective regulator. registration of candidates and competent This has. however. not dampened the spir-

"We have put in place structures and engineering professionals for independent it of members, who have proven their level

frameworks to guide the operations of the practice. ensuring that registered profession- of commitment to delivering on the council‘s

engineering practice and we are the only als can work independently. mandate.

African country with full membership of the The third programme focuses on assuring “We have not used the pandemic as an ex»

International Engineering Alliance (IEA)." ongoing professional competence of the reg— cuse not to full our mandate. Instead. we have

Membership to the IEA confirms that South istered professionals through ongoing and embraced the digital transformation opportu-

Africa's engineering standards compare well continuing professional development pro- nity that the pandemic has afforded us. Our
with the world's best. The IEA governs the grammes and initiatives. administration has embraced this opportuni—

recognition of the engineering education quai- The fourth programme focuses on profes» ty and has completed the process of having
ification and professional competence. sional practice. based on the ECSA Code the first online accreditation policy adopted

He believes that, for ECSA to become more of Conduct and the ECSA Code of Practice. by council,"
effective, it is necessary to review the legislae The fifth programme focuses on a compe» "We used to do accreditations physically,

tion, as the current format is too prescriptive tent. efficient and effective support structure. but this new policy guides how accreditation

it is also important. he says, that company which refers to ECSA‘s administration. can be done online in a pandemic environ-

regulations be developed. since these do not He notes that his role as ECSA president ment," Lebea says.

currently exist. requires the assurance of an effective coun- The implementation of the five-year strategy

Regarding the significance of the Identi- cil that will implement the council's direction entailing the key programmes. transformation
fication of Engineering Work (IDoEW) in en- and strategy. of the industry and the lDoEW will culminate

suring that ECSA becomes an effective “As president. I am required to render an in ECSA being an effective regulator assuring

regulator. Lebea notes that the Engineering oversight role to council and administration. engineering excellence.
Professions Act calls for the identification of while acting as an advisor and a counsellor

the type of engineering work that must be for senior management." www.ecsa.co.za

performed by engineering practioners. The council should remain independent at Tel: +27 11 607 9500

Therefore, the lDoEW plays a major role all times while still maintaining interdepend—

in expanding ECSA’s legislative mandate of ent relationships with stakeholders, he adds.

regulating the profession.
"We believe that. through the lDoEW, we Transformation

will be able to protect the public, the profes- Lebea explains that transformation is a pro»

sion and any registered persons. Thus, the cess. but he believes that it will ensure max» I
implementation of the lDoEW will afford not imum efficiency in the delivery of ECSA's

only ECSA the opportunity to regulate the mandate.

engineering profession effectively but The current ECSA council has shown im— ECSA
also the registered persons to benet from a provement. specifically in the number of
well and effectively regulated environment," women, as 49% of council members are EMEIMEEIIMG Camden 0! scrum AtcA
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